DATE: _____2/25/19_______  TIME: ___2:30 PM_______
FROM: _____BRUCE SCANLON__________  REPRESENTING: _____OID_______
TO: _CHRIS HORTING-JONES__________  REPRESENTING: BEND FIELD OFFICE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
SUBJECT: ____CULTURAL RESOURCES AT BOWMAN DAM_____

DISCUSSION: I ASKED CHRIS IF SHE HAD INFORMATION REGARDING THE CULTURAL RESOURCES AT BOWMAN FROM THE BUREAU AND HOW SHE COULD ASSIST US. HER RESPONSE WAS THAT A REVIEW OF THE FACILITY WAS CONDUCTED IN 2011 AT THAT THERE WERE NO FINDINGS TO REPORT. SHE ALSO ADDED THAT SHE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO CONDUCT ANY FUTURE REVIEWS BECAUSE OF WORK CAPACITY BUT WOULD BE WILLING TO SHARE HER INFORMATION WITH AN ARCHEOLOGIST PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT TEAM.

______________________________________________________________________________

FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS REQUIRED:
______________________________________NONE______________________________________
____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________